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ABSTRACT

The paper lists observations related to the requirements imposed upon
managers of large programs, where frequently an understanding of technical,
legal and economic problems is expected. It has often been observed that
problems of communication exist in two distinct areas: (a) between different
disciplines, for example, engineers and lawyers and (b) between different
levels of the same discipline, for example, between the theoretician and
the practitioner of the same discipline .

The causes for these two observed problems are traced back to the
single—discipline professional education of engineers, economists and
lawyers as well as to the attitude of academia toward the trade—off between
broadness and depth in education. This in turn leaves it up to the individual
to broaden his knowledge rather by absorption than by systematic learning.

The Navy and the other departments of the Department of Defense have
long recognized this shortcoming of public education in these respects and
have instituted numerous in—house courses, schools and colleges for con-
tinued education as a partial remedy. Some universities are experimenting
with interdisciplinary curricula; these efforts, however, are sporadic and
not goal oriented. The present paper searches for a coordinated approach
and analyzes in a preliminary form the need for interdisciplinary knowledge
of legal, engineering and economic aspects, leading to the acronim of
LEGENOMY. In response to this need , the rudimentary structures of different
interdisciplinary curricula are developed , with prime emphasis either on
engineering or on economics or on law, and with secondary emphasis on the
two remaining aspects. Plans are outlined as to how such educational con—
cepts can be tailored to the Navy ’s needs, and incorporated into the existing
educational efforts, in order to develop systematically a new elite of
Government professionals.
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S 
OBJ ECTIVES AND SCOPE

The present paper intends to direct the readers attention torward the
subject of interdisci plinary education in general , and within the U.S. Navy
in particular , in the hope that it may provide a basis or point of departure
for further discussion and actions.

The paper represents a Search for Problem Definition and Possible Problem
Solution, but does not intend to offer a single definite answer. The paper
intends to he a first step toward an orderly discussion of the subject and
as an invitation to comments. Therefore , all suggestions made must be con-
sidered and evaluated as contributions within a research—effort and not
necessarily as final propositions. Only under these conditions will it be
possible to discuss , in public , concepts which may not have reached the state
of maturity; and also concepts which may be controversal in academia , among
professional groups , and within institut ionalized organizations.

The weakest part of the paper may be the data base. For example,
different distributions of skills have been observed on an industry—wide
basis; but neither a firm definition of skill , nor a measured distribution
is available at this t ime. Therefore , in some instances subjective judgement
must substitute for desired but nonexisting objectivity. This determines
the scope of the paper.

The authors are fully aware of the scope related problems . However ,
the importance which the subject may have seems to j u s t i fy the risk of an
imperfect presentation. Simply , somehow a beginning must be made .

APPROACH

The present paper is subdivided into two distinct parts:

Part r, called “AN OVERVIEW ”, discusses the subject of interdisciplinary
education in general terms and in an editoralized form. The Overview may
be considered as the executive summary of the subject , wherein no particular
attention is given to details; however, the interactions and interdependency
of the many facets of the problem are shown . In the introduction to Part I
an attempt is made to justify the constraints to the approaches. In the
next section some observations are summarized in generic form, ~roviding the
basis for the following response. Finally, actions are indicated , considered
as necessary in order to procee~ toward a better understanding of the out—
line4 observations and responses. Also tentative conclusions are offered.

Part II, called “SELECTED NOTES”, addresses specific points mentioned
in Part I and explores them in some depth. Each individual note represents
a single problem. An attempt has been made to address problems in similar
form: (1) to describe and if possible define the problem ; (2) suggest how
those problems could be solved ; (3) anticipate expected positive and also
negative critiques to the suggested solutions , and finally (4), if appropriate ,
outline research steps in order to clarify further the problem and its
solution.
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I
AN OVERVIEW

1. INTROD UCTION

1.1 The problem of education

Few subjects attract more public attention than education and few areas
are blessed with such an abundance of experts , true, selfstyled , or other-
wise. However, one must also concede that really everybody is an expert
on education in his own right: namely based upon his personal experience
with his own education. There is general involvement with education , —

collectively and individually. The personal involvement and the personal
experiences lead to personal conclusions and opinions of unlimited plurality.

Such plurality leads necessarily to conflicting positions and strongly
emotionally—dominated propositions about the right or the wrong way of
formal education ; about the purpose and goal of education ; about duties,
privileges, desirability and benefits of education and many other aspects.

H From a more general point of view, it is justified to say that education
shapes the society; it is also justified to say that society shapes education .
It is a two—way Street. This may cause a dilemma in the search for causes
and effects and charges the atmosphere still further with emotion .

All these problems, normally associated with a discussion of education ,
are recognized ; so are the philosophical subteties related to aspects of
humanistic—versus scientific—oriented education. Social aspects have validity
to be discussed and so also an unlimited gamut of related subjects. However,
the authors have abstained from a discussion of all aspects and instead con-
centrate on practical aspects, — especially those related to the Navy’s in-
terest.

1.2 Pragmatism

¶ 
From a purely pragmatic point of view, one may say that education must

be useful . This motherhood—and—sin statement, in its overwhelming banality,
holds true whether or not usefulness is defined as the capability to cope
with the problems of the personal life or as the capability to achieve a
desired earning power. Of course, these are only two of many possible def-
initions of usefulness.

Every possible definition of usefulness has importance in its own right.
However , for the purpose of the present discussion, only one specific def-
inition of usefulness shall be used : how useful, — or how compatible —
is the present higher formal education with the needs for very specific
positions in industry and Government ; namely those positions which can be
designated as (1) the interdisciplinary and (2) the intradisciplinary
activities.

2
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2. OBSERVATIONS

An attemp t has been made to reduce and condense many observations into
a simple generic framework . The observations have been made over many years
and in various endeavors in Government and private industry. The observations
are grouped into two categories: (1) Activity—related observation and (2)
Behavior—related observations.

2.1 Activity—related observations

Looking at the entire spectrum of activities in procurement ~d private
industry , one may be inclined to accept the following grouping: (1) activities ,
which can be well defined and classified in type and scope; (2) activities
which cross the borderline of many disciplines and (3) activities which are
well within one single discipline but which cannot be narrowly scoped.
The first activity, mostly found on the lower levels of the work hierarchy
or on the level of highest specialization are of no interest in the present
discussion. The two others however, interdisciplinary activities and intra—
disciplinary activities , will be discussed.

Interdisciplinary activities are those which demand the understanding
of more than one single formalistic discipline . This for example is the
requirement for each project manager in the Navy. First, he must fully
understand the technological or engineering problems of his project because
this is the fundamental tool for all his decisions. Secondly, he must have
full appreciation of the economic impact, resulting from his decisions in
order to understand the trade—offs open in his options. Thirdly , he must
be aware of his delicate legal position with regard to possible disputes
between the Government and contractors . Other professionals, who need wide
interdisciplinary competence in addition to a fundamental management competence ,
are primarily contract officers, claim lawyers, all logistic managers, the
managers of Government production faci l i t ies such as shipyards , the managers
of depots , audit managers and planners of future programs.

The practicioners of interdisciplinary activities are heavily rooted in
one specific discipline and have gained knowledge of the other disciplines
by postgraduate studies or by absorption. To broaden from a single disciplinary
education into interdisciplinary capabilities is often the goal of continued
education, and of special courses and seminars . However, existing higher
formal education in itself does not provide the necessary prerequisite to
deal with activities requiring interdisciplinary understandings.

Intradisciplinary activities are defined as those which cover the entire
spectrum of a single discipline . For example, the technical director on a
project team should not only have a full understanding of all practical
aspects of the project but also ful l  comprehension and judgement of the
value of all theoretical aspects and research work relevant to the project.
In the extreme , the technical director ( for  example of a shipbuilding pro-
gram) may combine the practical experience of a shop foreman with those of
a chief estimator, a des ign engineer , and a research professor in the same
generic field or discipline.

3
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Very  few species of this category exist. They are often the ew who
went through the university as work students and who often finished their
degree wh ile fully employed.

1.2 Behavior-related_observations

This group o f observa t ions att emp t to dep ic t in generic form how the
i n d i v idual , especially the member of the engineering profession , reac ts (1)
to his general job involvement , (2) toward the need of interdisciplinary
understanding and (3) toward the communication gap between the practitioner
and the theoreti cian in a particular field. It may be justified to summarize
all three aspects under the name of Pattern of Education because whether or
not one is fulls’ aware of it , any successf ul professional life is a permanent
process of learning and adaption . It may be simp ly te rmed “gain ing of ex-
perience” or “cop ing with the need of a particular job”. However , no one
can remain for long at the leve l of competence at which lie entered the job
upon comp leti on of his forma l education . This applies especially to engi-
neer ing  grad ua tes, and is indep endent of the leve l of the formal education.

The pa ttern of learning and with i t  the behavior related observations
may be subdivided into (1) the shift—pattern , (2) the broadening—pattern
and (3) the void—pattern . The continuous learning may be represented by
the shift—pattern , where first an upward mobility and second a departure
from the or iginal discipline of education can be observed. The adaption
toward a particular job requirement may he represented by the broadening
pattern and finally the void—pattern may illustrate the communication pro—
blem between practitioner and theoretician . The shift—pattern may app ly
to both inter and intradisciplinary activities; the broadening pattern to
in terdisci p l i n a r y  ac t ivi ties , and the void pattern to intradiscip linarv
activities. Within each of those three patterns , the engineer has a very
s p e c i f i c  pos i t i on .

The three patterns are an abstraction , developed in the search to
dep ic t and summarize observations which can not be quantified at the present
t ime . The quantifications offered in this paper are only based upon a
concensus of op inions bu t not upon statistical data.

SHIFT-PATTERN

The principle of the shift pattern is shown in Figure 1. The
pat tern is based on four different levels A , B, C and D of forma l educa t ion ,
entering the field of engineering. Level A may be a high—school gradua te
with some drafting courses ; B , and engineer with a bachelor degree; and C
and D , engineers wi th a mas ter ’s degree and other advanced professional
degrees.

In the f i r s t  year , in wh i ch al l  four  groups ( lets  cal l  them the Classes
of 1950) are entering the job market , the distribution between the levels
A , B, C and D may be 15:60:20:5. After 10 years , only 73 percent have re-
mained in the engineering profession ; 27 percent have moved out ; and 12
percent have moved from A to B, from B to C and f rom C to D. Aga in , 10
years la ter  only 52 percent remain in the profession . By 1970 , a tot al of
48 percent have left the engineering profession prope r, and a to tal of 20
pe rcen t ha ve moved to hi ghe r levels. 

S
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The significant point in the shift pattern is the fact that a percentage ,
increas ing  from gro ups A to D, are leaving the engineering profession . Th is
means there is a shifting from design , research and development toward ad-
ministration of engineering, management of engineering, technica l  sales and
similar engineering related activities.

BROADEN ING PATTERN

In the descrip t ion of the shif t patt ern , the movement of the members of
the group took place (1) within the group and (2) of the group .

The determination of the movement within the group is easier than the
de te rmina ti on of the movemen t out of the group because of a missing def ini tion
of what constitutes the engineering profession . Nevertheless , we may accept
the fact that many engineers , almost 50 percent , are shifting during their
career into engineering related fields at some leve l of management. During
this shift , they are broadening in to other than their  ori ginal f ield , such
as indicated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows that a large part of the originally implanted engineering
kn owled ge will never be used; however , add it ional knowledge w ill have to be
absorbed by necessity.

VOID PATTERN

The broaden ing in tu rn wil l  lead to a considerable  lack — or vo id —
be tween the prac titi oner in a par t icular  f i e ld  and the spec ial ist , mostly

4 found in academic cycles.

It has been quite frequently observed that the lack of communication
between the practitioner of engineering and the scientist in engineering
is as dominan t as the communica t ion gap between differen t disciplines.
The void—pattern is diagrammed in Figure 3.

The three patterns may help to recognize areas for educational needs.
The patterns are the recording of observations and therefore facets of
symptoms. The patterns are not causes in themselves , al though they may
poin t toward probable causes. It also may be assumed that some or all of
the symptoms may overlap to some degree. This however is no t discussed in
the present paper.

3. RESPONSE

The before—listed observations are forc ing us to respond with a search
fo r possible causes and also with a search for possible remedies. The com-
bination of both , the search for causes and for remedies , shall be called
a response.

Generically, it seems possible to break out two dominating responses:
(1) the personal response from the engineers themselves and (2) the in-
stitutional response from universities and employing organizations. Although
both responses are inter—related , an attempt should be made to deal with
them separately.

5
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3.1 Personal response

The engineers personal response may be the cause for the shift pattern
as illustrated previously in Figure 1. The young engineer enters the pro-
fessional life often with over—extended expectations groomed by university
curricula which are often remote from professional r€ Airements or reality.

Once employed , the young engineer may be trapped by specific competence :
He may do a specific job exceeding ly well and therefore he may be retained
in the interest of efficiency in his slot longer than advantageous for his
further development . This combined with salary limitations and strong com-
petition from the following generation of engineers with even better special-
ized training than he, leads finally to a break—out from the engineering
activity proper.

Some of the ambitious ones put new efforts into additional education in
management, administration or economics. Others shift into sales related
activities , or leave the engineering profession all together. Only a few
have the staying power or encounter a sufficiently rewarding opportunity
to remain engineers throughout the entire professional life .

3.2 Institutional response

Academic: One would accept that the personal responses of engineers
are well known to  universities and that all institutions of higher learning
may well tailor their curricula accordingly .

Unfor tuna tely only relatively few universities have recognized the need
for interdisciplinary education and the trade—off between depth and broadness
in education seems not to fit into the institutionalized thinking of existing
curricula. For the university, specialization is the only accepted criteria
for academic competence and , in turn , only extreme specialization permits
early achievement of academic credentials , and beside , even the most dedicated
teaching is of l i t t le credit to the educator ’s academic career.

Government and Industry: Large industries , many procurement agencies,
and in particular the Navy, have long recognized the need for continuing
education either toward a broadening of competence or toward intensified
specialization , and such organizations offer many educational opportunities.
These opportunities are tailored principally toward a short range goal of
innnediate job—related training. Essentially, however , the civilian ’s ed-
ucation is considered to be his own business and the development of a spec-
ific career pattern only a recent inovation . Only the military have an
opportunity for training and education with a long—range view by presenting
opportunities for growth in an orderly and planned fashion. No equivalent,
centralized plan for civilian education exists.

Seen from the other side, no means exist for the Government to require
continuity in education for civilian employees, whereas the military has the
command capability to require such education. Of course, this cardinal dif-
ference is paid for by both sides with a price.
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Continuing educational benefits in industr y are somewhat desirable
because the goal of better— t rained personnel arid higher producitiv ity are
more amendable to quantification . The trade-oft between costs for in—house
education and possible benefits are measurable ,

4. ACTIONS

Recognizing a problem because of slecific observations , responding
to the problem by searching for the underlaying courses , and finall y suggest-
ing affirmative action , is a three—step proposition with ever—increasing
diff iculty and with ever—increasing need to go from generalities to specifics .
This section will be restricted to some selected specifics.

4.1 Demonstration of Need and Cost

First , it must be demonstrated that the prcclaime d objectives for an
interdisci p linary education serves an t~ctua l need within th Navy and will
help to solve existing problems . Project management , contract activities
and the manage men t of l iti gat ion may be the f irs t candida tes for  such
scrutiny. This problem shifts into the areas of quantitative analysis of
(1) the measurement of objectives and (2) th determination of the costs
for such education .

It may be appropriate to select one specific activity as a tool for
learning how such quan ti f ica t ion can be ac complished and of wha t the gains
could be. The only way to solve this problem may be by an anal ysis of
selec ted decision processess , wherein the qulltv of the decision expressed
in decision—risk can be measured against the cost for the information base
as deve loped on an interdisci plinary basis. For example , how to utilize
the combined information provided by engineers , financial analysis and
lawyers toward a single decision may depend upon an understanding of the
potential information which each discip line can provide . In turn , the
capability of how to utilize the available specialists may depend upon the
manager ’s own understanding of interdisciplinary interactions. To demon—
strate the above assumptions would be the first action item.

4.2 Philosophical transition

3 Regardless of what interdisciplinary education may bring, it incurs
definite costs in time and financial resources. Furthermore , only a part
of the problem is subject to quantitative analysis and a large part of the
problem remains in the domain of judgement and qualitative analysis. These
problem types are summarized under the term “philosophical transition ,”
which may be classified with two distinct propositions.

Proposition number one may be the orientation of interdisciplinary
education toward the understanding of the methods used in other professions

— in order to be able to fully communicate with them ,and to utilize their
potential within well—defined activities or projects. This proposition is
thinking oriented , enlisting one profession “to work with” representatives
of other professions wi thout  being an expert in the other ’s field. In 
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this way, true professionalism in the original disciplines can be main-
tained but the capability of other professionals on a team utilized in the
decision process.

Proposition number two may be an expans ion of propos ition number one up
to the point where the education enables its beneficiaries t o  work actively in
more than one discipline. This may lead to the definition of new professionals
such as the Technical Lawyer , the Engineering Economli’t , and similar new terms
and classifications.

Proposition number one may be obtainable in practice ; proposition number
two is a possibly unclear concept. But to find out , where anal ytical effort
should be expended Is considered as the second action item.

5. CONCLUSION

The entire paper represents a brief for problem classification and for
ways to quantif y, qualify and approve the problem solution. Therefore , what
one may have expected to be the conclusions have in fact already entered the
discussion as axiomatic assumptions. The conclusions offered are more a
res tatemen t of previous op inions than de facto conclusions. This vicious
cycle shall be considered as a concession to the formalistic mode of p re-
sen ta t ion :

• It appears, that the present formal engineering education is only
sufficient until the engineer is pushed into the public arena , where decisions
and judgments are expected beyond the narrow confines of his education . In
short , for management decisions beyond the drafting room , present formal
engineering education is insufficient and must be expanded into an inter-
disciplinary one.

• It appears , tha t the present h igher formal eng ineering ed uca t ion
neglects the prac tical aspects of engineering in terms of theoretical
sophistication ; the fundamentals of engineering education are eliminated
from the curricula until a tremendous superstructure resets upon minute
foundations .

• The answer to the first conclusion may be found in an interdisciplinary
education ; the answer to the second conclusion in the formulation of an
education which combines the essential practical aspects with the essential
theoretical aspects of engineering knowledge .

• The tasks ahead may be the quantification of the tentative con—
clusions , the qualification of its desirability, the analysis of costs and
benefits , and the delineation of an orderly study of the problem.
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SELECTFD NOTES

The notes re fe r  to subjects  addressed in the  paper e i t her  in e x p l i ci t
or implicit focus. Each note Is self—sustained and may be c~ nsidered in
i ts el t  as an Independent topic for research.

Note #1

Mtr l’I I AL UNDE R STAND I N G

I. Observation

Over the las t decades , the m u t u a l  invo l vement between ~u’ priv ate
sect or s  and Government increased c o n s t a n t l y  In many ar eas .  n p rocurem en t
I or example  , d e t a i le d  p re—award  surveys .i ro made ; (‘St I m at e s  p n’pa red h v
both  par t  IL ’S are used fo r  n e g o t i a t i o n s ;  and the ent i re  cont r act  p er f or m a t h e
is also close I ‘

~
‘ monitored by both parties. This permanent Increase In

mutua l involvement is a logical consequence ot the cont I nuous In c rea~’e In
complexity of new weapon systems .

It has h~~~’ observed q u i t e  f r e q u e n t  Iv  t h a t  an a tmospher e  of d i s t r u s t
between the r epresen ta t ives  o f indus t ry and Government exist , and c l i c h es
are used in approaching  or d i s c u s s i n g  the  opponent ‘ 5 pos l t ions .  Anyone
who may have worked “on both sides ot t he  fence ” w i l l  s t a te  most a f f  irm a—
t lve ly  t ha t  this  mutua l dist  rus t  Is e n t i re l y  undeserved.  t n t  egr it v , com—

4 petence , enthusiasm and a ll othe r good characteristics (as vt— I I as the bad
ones) ar e  ev en l y  distributed on both s i de s.  There fo re , t h e  mutual uneasiness
can have only one single cause : lack of understandlag of the  opponent ’s
posit ion and h i s  o f t  en oppos ing  01) 1cc t j yes .  The prIvat e company and Its
repi esentat lye must aim f or the h ighes t poss ible  p r o f i t , because without
profit the company can neither exist nor expand . The Governn ient and i t s
represent ~it ives must search for the opt imal bid , because only  in this way
can they fulfill their duty to provide the most for the tax dot lar with in
the limits of the legislated oval uat ion base .

2. Possible Solutions

The solution to t he  obse rved pr oble m lays in educat ion of both part ies.
Fi rst , the  Governmen t employees can , Lw means of courses and seminars , l earn
why the goals of the private sector must be what they are . The essence of
co rpora te  decision techn iques , the recogni t ion of unce r t ain t i e s , the  in-
dustrial dependency upon the  s t a t u s  of the whole economy , the I n t e r a c t i o n
between the various indus t r i a l  determin ators , such as union agreements , in—
f l a t ion , access to markets (and many more) — all these are subjects which
can be taught. Similarly , the representatives of the privat e sector can be
taught why t h e  decision p rocess in the Government , as a m a n y — l ay e d  organi—
zation , must differ from the parallel processes in private industry . The
process of scrut iny is much stronger and more visible for  the Government
employee then for his counterpar t  In p r iv ate  Indus t ry . But again , all
these are sub jec t s  whic h ca n be taught  e i t h e r  in semina rs or by p u b l i c
relation activities.
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Of course , beyond the learning by teaching, the learning by absorption
would be open. It may be envisioned that Government employees will be
periodically granted a sabbatical in order to work for one or two years
in Industry . It may also be envisioned that employees of private industry
would make a one or two—year tour in a government position In order to
familiarize themselves with the problems as seen from the other side.
Such exchange would without doub t foster mutua l understanding and mutual
respect , both of which are fundamental for meaningful communication.

3. Criticism

The proposition, to foster mutual understanding by means of schooling ,
is definitely within reach of realization . For examp le , it would be with-
out question possible to establish courses which would teach the “opposite
view”. The exchange of personnel between government and private industry
would of course be the most effective way “to absorb the opposite view.”

Little negative critism can be offered to the suggestion that the
mutual points of view be taught , an d it may be an overextended imagination
to call such teaching activities a method of brain washing. If such
arguments are used , each effort to improve mutual understanding is made
futi le .

- - 
However , heavy crit ism must be expected regarding the suggestion to

exchange personnel between government and industry on a planned basis.
The problem of loyalty may not be easily combatted in a non—ideal world.
The problems of loyalty, seniority in government and in companies , and loss
of pension and other fringe benefits may be administrative nightmares ;
such peripherals could kill an otherwise acceptable idea.

Note #2

THE STRUCTURE OF LEARNING

This note deals with the argument that organized , school—centered
learning must be restricted in time and in substance, for practical reason,
because the need for productive earning does not permit the stretch—out
of the formal education process b€ yond a certain limit. The counter—

- - argument to this is the proposition that with better planning and better
management of learnipg, the presently taught knowledge could be brought
to the student in a much shorter time, or in reverse , during the presently
accepted duration of forma l education , a much larger body of knowledge
could be taught for the benefit  of the students.

In support of this proposition , a flow chart could be outlined for a
structure of learning. This s tructure of learning could identify overlaps
and repetition of subject matter , as may be seen by a scrut iny of many
university catalogues. At the present time, the only hint toward a structure
of learning is contained in the statement of pre—requisite course ; but not
a single universi ty,  to the knowledge of the authors , informs the student
about the interactions between many courses. For example , students may be
exposed to a repeti tive discourse of the same mathematical principles in
hydrodynamics, in aerodynamics, in thermodynamics and in s tructural  analysis;
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all these subjects could be taught in a fraction of the presently assigned
time if students would be given once and for all a solid mathematical
foundation , and if the teachers of mathematics would have greater concern
and understanding of its applications in the various fields of dyn amics and
analysis. (More simply expressed , a teacher In advanced literature should
not be concerned with grammar and spelling).

The discussion supports the authors ’ opinion that interdisciplinary
education is possible with neither the loss of depth of education nor an
unacceptable prolongation of the period of formal schoolIng.

Note #3

INT E RD ISCIPLINARY COMBINATI ONS

This note addresses the different combination of engineering education
and the education in economics and in knowledge of law.

The suggested combinations evolve from a search for a balance between
depth and broadness in education and counter the argument that interdiscipi—
m ary education produces “Jacks of all trades and masters of none”. More
specifically , nine different combinations of the key—disciplines of engineering
(E) ,  economy (Y) and law (L) are outlined. Each of the nine combinations has 

-

one discipline , — engineering, economics, or law, as the core of Its educational

• goal , and the two remaining disciplines as support—activities grouped around
the core area.

The selected core area wou ld proceed toward a professional degee either
in engineering, or in an economics—related field , or in law, and academically
be bounded app roximately by a maste r ’s degree. The two supporting disciplines

- 
- would be academically bounded by approximately a bachelor ’s degree . For

illustrative purposes only, the equation is suggested, that one master ’s
degree (with professional license) plus two bachelor ’s degrees equates
approximately to a doctorate degree . Of course , literary license taken ,
this equation will be in conflict with the presently accepted opinion of the
purpose and value of the Ph.D degree, which is based upon research competence
in depth and not on broadness .

The possibility of acquiring two professional degrees , for example , in
engineering and in law , is kept open; however , it may be postponed to the
area of continuous education during professional employment . However , it
is postulated that any interdisciplinary graduate has satisfied all under—
graduate requirements, in order to proceed in any of the two other sidelines
immediately with graduate studies of his choice. Various combinations are
outlined in Figure 4.

The search for the pros and cons of the different interdisciplinary
combinations is open for discussion and analysis. It would be a study in
i tself .
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Note #4

QUANT IF ICATI ON OF NEED FOR INTERD I SCI PL IN ARY EDUCAT ION

This note addresses the problem of determining , how many interdis-
ciplinary—educated engineers, lawyers and economists will be needed in the
future. Of special interest are the requirements with in the Department of
Defense, and in particular the Navy Department.

If experiences of high—leve l research companies such as RAN D or CNA can
be taken as representative, it is estimated that the need for true inter—
disciplinary generalist , or in terms of the present paper , multi—disciplinary
specialists , would amount to approximately 15 percent of all engineers ,
lawyers and economists.

In order to determine the actual quantitive need for interdisciplinary
education and the most desirab le composition and combination, it is suggested
that a questionaire be developed for (1) in—house Navy use , (2) for in—house
DOD use and (3) for industrial use. To develop such a data base would be a
study in i tself .

If the experiences of the RAN D corporation and of CNA are valid for
comparative purposes, it appea rs as if the need for true generalists or
for interdisciplinary professionals would be at the 15—percent proportion
of all professionals (and also of the group of engineers). Or expressed
the other way round, the presently existent single—disciplinary education
may fully suff ice for approximately 85 percent of all present and future
engineers , and therefore the key considerations underscored in this paper
may apply only to a relative small group . However, even this small group
consisting of 15 percent of all engineers would amount to approximately
20 graduates per year.

It also should be noted that the “numerical need” may not constitute
a prime interest to the institutionalized business of learning; this however
cannot detract from the urgent need for multidisciplinary-educated personnel

- 

I 
in industry and in government .

It is accepted that at the present time many of the interdisciplinary
problems are under competent management control, because selected and
especially gifted engineers were able , during long years of experience , to
absorb interdisciplinary qualities beyond the limits of the engineering
discipline. However , a drastic scarcity of such talents may become apparent
with the cost inuos increase in complexity of project management and con—
tracting procedures. There may no longer be time , as there has been in the
past, to permit the “growing into the job” for the necessary numbers of
personnel at the top and in the median management levels. In short , the
balance between demand and supply of interdisciplinary talents may in the
future not be attainable by “on the job learning” and the need may well
arise, to devote specific attention toward the education of an interdis-
ciplinary—oriented professional group.

12



Note #5

PHILOSOPHY AND DISCIPLINE

This note directs the interest toward an understanding for the inter-
action of philosophy with specific disciplines, and for the power or influence
which philosophy exerts on the professional thinking of each discipline .

To make the point clear , it is necessary to make some simplifications.
Also , greater clarity may be gained by s tart ing with the subject of economics.
In that field various different catch words are used to describe principal
directions of economic thinking: “Capitalistic” economy and “Marxist”
economy are two examples of such designators. This indicates that economics,
and especially the teaching of economics, is based upon the acceptance of a
set of axioms. This makes economics essentially a political/philosophical
science. The next discipline in closeness to philosphy is the science of
law. Its closeness to philosophy is more remote for the observer than in
economy, because law is already the pragmatic condensation of the philosphy
of the majority. For the practitioner of law, the understanding of the maui—
pulative aspects of law are more important than the philosophic—formative
aspects leading toward the law structure and interpretation . Finally, the
discipline of engineering is the discipline most remote from philosophy as
long as one is concerned with its application only. Within limits , the pro-
duct of engineering can be based upon formal calculation , even if the cal-
culation is nothing more than standardization of empiricism.

The relationship may be even more highlighted by stating that economics
is based essentially on belief , law on dogma, and engineering on how—to—do
standards and prescriptions. In short , different intellectual “leitmotivs”
dominate the three d i f fe ren t  disciplines . This in turn may be one of the
major difficulties, if not the key reason, for the struggle to combine the
studies of those three disciplines into a single personality pattern.

It is recommended that the relationship of the various disciplines to
philosophy be explored and a search be made for the particular resolution
level, wherein a common philosophical basis can be established as a take-
off line toward the teaching of interdisciplinary curricula.

Note #6

OTHER PROBLEMS

The subject of interdisciplinary education has many facets. Only a
few of them are addressed in the present paper. However, in order to convey
some impression of completeness a few of the related problems are listed:

• Corporate learning and memo~~

Frequently, a wide range of knowledge rests in a person rather than
in an institution, and may be lost through such causes as retirement. One
may consider the retention of prospective retirees, for a pre—deterinined
period of time , as teachers or instructors in the field of their competence .
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Li • Institutional Aspects

The view toward interdisciplinary education may be entirely different
from the perspective of a university than from the perspective of a company ,
and more especially from the perspective of the Navy. First, education for
a private university must be “business” and this in turn depends upon the
market. Second , a curricula must comply to some accepted academic standards ,
regardless of how irrelevant these standards may be to the customer. The
Government support for interdiscip linary activities at universities and the
accreditation of in—house education may be a mutual problem.

• Legal Aspects

Within the Navy, the problem of civilian education toward a certaIn
level of knowledge or toward a career—goal may more easily be recognized
than handled. The problem of shifting personnel between localities and
jobs in t he interest of career development may run into legal barriers.
Related investigation may be necessary.

• Goals of interdisciplinary education

Interdisciplinary education and the balance in depth versus broadness
may have to be tailored toward specific careers . At the moment, more in-
tuitive perception t han knowledge exists in this respect. Goals must be
clearly defined in order to produce a viable combination of disciplines.

With this f inal note , the subject of interdis-
ciplinary education may be sketched sufficiently
to enter the discussion of a topic , deserving
in—depth study by all of us both in Government
and industry. It is hoped this may serve to
encourage fur ther  research of this subject .
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APPENDIX

t t ~ Authors:  (In alphabetical order)

D r. Franz A. P. Fr i sch  graduated from the technica l  U n i v e r s i ty  of Vienna .
Aust r i a .  He his  close to 30 years experience in shi pb u i l d i ng and re la ted
subjects. He worked as a Naval Architect , Guarantee—Engineer . Chie f  Esti-
mato r , P roduction Manager , and Director for  Sh ipy a rd -P lann ing  and M a i n ten a n c e
in Aus t ria , Denmark , Sweden , and Germany. In 1956 he was first invi ted to
the U.S.A . to testify on foreign cost and production in subsidy cases before
the Maritime Administrat ion. From 1957 through 1962 he was associated with
several U.S. Naval Archite ct firms . He was owners r ep resen ta t ive  in Europe
and Japan ; he conducted s tudies  on t ransport  economy for  Ve nezue la , ICC . and
shipowners ; he was consultant for shipyard planning in Brazil and Europe.
In 1963 he joined the staff of CNA (Center for Naval Analysis) and became
head of the logistic section and study director; there he originat ed the FDL
shi p and ship concept , and was assigned is advisor to the pr .iect manager.
From 1968 through 1974 Dr. Frisch was faculty member and visiting lecturer
at the M.I.T. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology); he lectured on ship-
ya rd management , ocean transportation , systems theory in transportation , and
in interdiscip linary seminars. In 1972 and 197 I he was consultant to the
Dubal Drydock LTD for layout of a new shipyard in the Arabian G u l t .  Since
November 1973 Dr. Frisch has been with the NAVSEA ’s ship productio:~ office ,

~~st1v involved in special projects.

Dr. John H. Huth graduated from the University of California (Berkeley)
and Standford University. He has close to 30 ~‘ears experience in eng ineering
science. He worked as a senior research engineer at the Rand Corporation
fxom 1950 to 1964. During this t ime he published approximately 30 pape rs ,
held part—time faculty appointments at UCLA and Cal. Tech., and served on
several high level advisory panels. In 1964, Dr. Huth joined the Bureau of
Ships as Chief Scientist for R&D. Since then he has been active in a variety
of areas, including computer aided ship design , shi p survivabilit y , pollution
abatement , etc.

Eugene B. Paulisch, Esg., Senior Trial Attorney , Office of the Genera l Counsel ,
Department of Navy . LLB George Washington University , 1951 , member of the
District of Columbia and Virginia bar. Engaged in general civil practice
until joining the Office of Counsel , Naval Supply Systems Command in 1970.
Since 1973 Trial Attorney with Contract Appeals Division , Off ice of the
General Counsel , acting as counsel of record in major contract appeals to
the Armed Services Board of Contract  Appeals.
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CDR. Charles H. Piersall 1 Jr. is the Head of Project Management Policy
and Deputy Director for Systems Acquisition at the Headquarters , Naval
Material Command . He is a graduate of the New York State Maritime College
and has advanced degrees in Mechanical engineering and Business from the
Naval Postgraduate School and University of Rochester , respectively. CDR.
Piersall is an Engineering Duty Off icer  who had numerous tours in ship-
building and ship maintenance in industrial activities. He was a Shipbuilding
Consultant for the CNO while stationed at the Center for Naval Analyses (GNA) .Prior to his current assignment he was Director of Production , T&E and
Integrated Logistic Support , LHA Project in the Naval Sea Systems Command .
He holds the Meritorious Service Medal from that assignment. CDR. Piersall
is a full  member of the Society of Sigma Xi , having been promoted based on
contribut ions to Shipbuilding/Ship Maintenance Research while on CNA. Re
is the Assistant Secretary—Treasurer of the American Society of Naval
Engineers .
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